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well, though it does soundly outperform the vanilla ResNet
baseline. Attr-ResNet falls in between StyleNet and vanilla
ResNet, as expected. The absolute accuracy on DeepFash-
ion is much lower for all methods, a function of its larger
size and more varied and noisy style labels. Whereas the
Hipster style labels are manually curated through a rigor-
ous crowdsourcing procedure [20], the DeepFashion style
labels are gleaned from text meta-data [26].

Figure 7 shows the most central images for our discov-
ered styles on HipsterWars (see Supp for DeepFashion).
The qualitative examples reinforce the quantitative result
above. Our model discovers the human-perceived styles
better than the CNN and attributes clusters (see Supp). Our
style-coherent embedding better tolerates superficial visual
differences in intra-style images.

4.2. Style-coherent retrieval

Having shown that the discovered styles are meaning-
ful, next we evaluate the style embedding for retrieval. In
this task, a user queries by example for images related by
style, e.g., for recommendation or catalog browsing rela-
tive to some currently viewed item (query). Recall, this is
distinct from instance retrieval for near-duplicates. Thus,
we evaluate performance simultaneously by style coherence
and diversity or novelty. Diversity refers to the retrieved
images’ mutual visual dissimilarity with each other, and
novelty refers to their collective dissimilarity to the query.
The goal is to obtain retrieval results that maintain style co-
herence while avoiding redundancy. For style coherence,
we evaluate NDCG [27] against ground truth style labels.
For diversity/novelty, we learn a metric to mimic human-
perceived dissimilarity, following [21]. In particular, we
collect 350 triplets labeled by 5 human annotators and learn
a ranking function [17] on top of the attribute and CNN de-
scriptors that respects human-given judgments.

Figure 8 shows the results for both datasets. For Hip-
sterWars (top), we treat each image as a query in turn, and
for DeepFashion (bottom) we sample 2,000 of the 108,145
images as queries. Our model offers a good combination of
coherency and diversity/novelty. On HipsterWars, it main-
tains diversity/novelty while maintaining a similar or better
level of coherence as the baselines. As before, predicted at-
tributes diminish coherence, yet the topic model coherence
appears to degrade more gracefully.

4.3. Mixing styles

Next we consider mixing styles. Since evaluation
of mixing requires images labeled for multiple human-
perceived styles as well as instances exhibiting exclusively
one style, we collect a ground truthed test set of 177
Web images using the HipsterWars style names (see Supp).
While our mixing approach (Sec 3.4) can blend arbitrary
selected styles, for sake of evaluation we focus on blend-
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Figure 8: Style retrieval on HipsterWars (top) and DeepFashion
(bottom). * denotes use of GT attributes. The ideal method would
sit in the top right corner of the plots. Our embedding offers a
good trade-off in style coherency and diversity/novelty.

HipsterWars DeepFashion

Avg AP NMI Avg AP NMI

StyleNet [33] 0.39 0.20 0.0501 0.0011
ResNet [13] 0.30 0.16 0.0524 0.0004
Attr-ResNet 0.35 0.18 0.0615 0.0002
Attributes 0.28 / 0.32 0.19 / 0.28 0.0560 / 0.1294 0.0017 / 0.0082
PolyLDA 0.50 / 0.53 0.21 / 0.31 0.0647 / 0.1762 0.0116 / 0.0227

Table 2: Discovery accuracy for both datasets. Attributes and
PolyLDA show result if using either predicted attributes (first) or
ground truth attributes (second).

ing pairs of GT-labeled styles, then score the AP against the
ground truth, i.e., images exhibiting both the initial selected
styles. For the baselines, we use their clusters analogously
to our topics, creating K-dim embeddings that record the
distance of the image to each cluster’s centroid. We use
K = 25 topics/clusters; K 2 (15, 30) gives similar results.

Table 3 shows the results. On the whole, our approach
does better than the baselines, and in most cases this is true
even using predicted attributes. This result highlights the
power of the topic model over the raw attributes, which are
too low-level for adequate mixing.

Figure 10 shows example images predicted as strong ex-
emplars for two style blends. Figure 9 shows an example
gradually mixing from a source style to a target style.

4.4. Style summaries

Finally, we demonstrate the power of our model to orga-
nize galleries of outfits. As proof of concept, we select two
users from chictopia.com, and download 200 photos from
each of their albums. Figure 11 shows the results. We show
snapshots from their albums along with summary piecharts
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Mono-topic1 Mono-topic2 Poly-topic1 Poly-topic2

U shirt collar L skirt O deco button O length short
U deco button L skirt short O pattern plain O sleeve long
U buttoned L skirt full O blazer O pullover
G deco button L skirt pleat U buttoned U shirt collar
U sleeve long L skirt high-rise U shirt collar U color white
G pattern plaid G pattern plain L length long L skirt short
G pattern plain G front pullover L shape straight L skirt full

G deco button G deco button H pattern plain
G pants H length short
G jacket G sweater

Figure 3: Mono vs. Polylingual LDA: U for upper body, O
for outer layer, L for lower body, H for hosiery and G for
global. MonoLDA (left) learns a topic either for U or L , while
PolyLDA’s styles (right) span the whole body.

our experiment section for examples) with which to encode
novel images. Each topic k has its attribute probability '(r)

k
depending on body region r. Given an outfit d, we represent
it in a style-coherent embedding by its topic proportions:

✓d = [✓d1, . . . , ✓dK ], (1)

where ✓dk � 0, ⌃k✓dk = 1. The resulting embedding ac-
counts for the fact that a composition of style elements de-
fines a look [1].

We stress that our style-coherent embedding is fully un-
supervised. An alternative is to learn a style embedding in
a supervised manner. For example, one could gather pairs
of fashion images and ask human annotators to label them
as similar or dissimilar in style (or use noisy tags as la-
bels [33]), then learn an embedding that keeps similar pairs
close. Or, in the spirit of [19], one could train classifiers
to target a pre-defined set of style categories. Our unsuper-
vised strategy saves manual effort. More importantly, it also
addresses challenges specific to visual styles—namely, their
ever-evolving nature, the difficulty in enumerating them
with words, and their soft boundaries.

3.3. Fine-grained localized fashion attributes

We next discuss our approach to infer attributes in full-
body fashion images. We consider both global and local-
ized attributes. Global attributes indicate the presence of
a property somewhere on the body (e.g., floral), whereas
a localized attribute links it specifically to a body region
(e.g., floral-shirt and floral-skirt are distinct words). Fig-

Figure 4: Attributes present for an outfit in the localized vocabu-
lary (top) or global (bottom).

ure 4 shows an example image and the attributes from ei-
ther vocabulary that are present, as well as the body region
association for the localized ones.

Vocabulary and data collection As input to our style dis-
covery model, we need a rich attribute vocabulary that is
both localized and fine-grained. In existing fashion datasets,
the attributes lack one or both of these aspects [3, 4, 8, 40]
or are not publicly available [25]. Thus, we curate a new
dataset for attribute training.

For the vocabulary, we build on the 53 attributes enumer-
ated in [25]. First we remove those too subtle for most anno-
tators to discern (chiffon; jewel collar). Then we add miss-
ing but frequently appearing attributes (e.g., pink; polka-
dot). Finally, we expand the set so that color, material, and
pattern are localized to each body region. This yields 195
total attributes (see Supp for details).

To gather images, we use keyword search with the at-
tribute name on Google, then manually prune those where
the attribute is absent. This yields 70 to 600 positive
training images per attribute. We also gather 2000 ran-
dom street images from chictopia.com (manually pruned for
false-negatives) to serve as negative examples. In total, the
new dataset has 18,878 images.

Training with multilabel outfits The clothing outfit im-
ages are multilabel in terms of their attributes. To circum-
vent the expense of labeling all 19K images for all 195 at-
tributes, and to deal appropriately with highly localized at-
tributes, we develop a piecewise training procedure. First
we group the attributes into six types: pattern, material,
shape, collar type, clothing article, and color. The types
have 105, 15, 20, 8, 27, 13 attributes, respectively.1 Then
we train separate convolutional neural networks (CNN) per

1Attributes within pattern and collar types are mutually exclusive, thus
their multilabeling can be done efficiently. We obtain complete 20-label
and 15-label multilabeling for types material and shapes.
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Style modeling by Polylingual Latent Dirichlet Allocation
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